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ABSTRACT

Although many drugs act by indirectly stimulating multiple receptors (e.g., reuptake inhibitors), relatively little is known about interactions between agonism at different receptors. This study compared the effect of serotonin (5-HT)$_{1A}$ receptor agonists 1-(2,5-dimethoxy-4-methylphenyl)-2-aminopropane (DOM) in rats and rhesus monkeys. Eight rats discriminated 0.56 mg/kg i.p. DOM and responded under a fixed ratio (FR) 10 schedule of food presentation, whereas three rhesus monkeys discriminated 0.32 mg/kg s.c. DOM and responded under an FR 5 schedule of stimulus shock termination. DOM and the 5-HT$_{2A}$ receptor agonist 2,5-dimethoxy-4-n-propylophenethylethylamine (2C-T-7) and dipropyltryptamine (DPT), but not the 5-HT$_{1A}$ receptor agonist 8-hydroxy-2-(di-n-propylamino)tetrahydrochloride (8-OH-DPAT) and 3-chloro-4-fluorophenyl-(4-fluoro-4-(((5-methyl-6-methylaminopyridin-2-ylmethyl)amino)methyl)piperidin-1-yl)methanone (F13714), occasioned responding on the DOM-associated lever in rats and monkeys. Both 8-OH-DPAT and F13714 attenuated the discriminative stimulus effects of DOM in monkeys but not in rats; these effects of 8-OH-DPAT and F13714 were prevented by the 5-HT$_{1A}$ receptor antagonist N-[2-[4-(2-methoxyphenyl)-1-piperazinyl]ethyl]-N-(2-pyridyl)cyclohexanecarboxamide (WAY 100635). DPT and 2C-T-7 enhanced the discriminative stimulus effects of DOM in rats and monkeys in an additive manner. Taken together, the results suggest that the DOM discriminative stimulus is pharmacologically similar and mediated by 5-HT$_{2A}$ receptors in rats and monkeys; however, the ability of 5-HT$_{1A}$ receptor agonists to modify the effects of DOM is markedly different between these species. These results indicate possible differences in the neurobiology of 5-HT systems that could be important for studying drugs that have multiple mechanisms of action (e.g., reuptake inhibitors that indirectly stimulate multiple receptors).

Often drugs are used in combination to enhance therapeutic effectiveness and/or reduce unwanted effects. Drugs that are used together often share a common effect (e.g., decrease blood pressure) but through different mechanisms (Oates and Brown, 2001). Other pharmacotherapeutic strategies also involve multiple mechanisms of action, including indirect-acting agonists that indirectly stimulate multiple receptors. For example, by blocking serotonin (5-HT) transport back into neurons, selective 5-HT reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) act as indirect 5-HT receptor agonists, increasing synaptic levels of 5-HT, which acts at multiple 5-HT receptor subtypes. The therapeutic efficacy of SSRIs is well established; however, the role of different 5-HT receptor subtypes in the therapeutic effects of SSRIs and the potential importance of interactions among receptor subtypes are largely unknown.
Among 5-HT receptor subtypes, 5-HT$_{1A}$ and 5-HT$_{2A}$ receptors are thought to be important in the therapeutic (e.g., antidepressant) effects of SSRIs (Celada et al., 2004). However, the role of these (and other) receptor subtypes in therapeutic effects of SSRIs and the extent to which activity at one subtype affects activity at another subtype are not well established. There are indications of interactions between receptor subtypes; for example, the 5-HT$_{2A}$ receptor antagonist MDL100907 enhances antidepressant-like activity of SSRIs in rats (Marek et al., 2005), suggesting that activation of 5-HT$_{2A}$ receptors might attenuate therapeutic effects SSRIs that are mediated through other (e.g., 5-HT$_{1A}$) receptors.

Several studies have examined interactions between drugs acting at 5-HT$_{1A}$ and 5-HT$_{2A}$ receptors. For example, 1-(2,5-dimethoxy-4-iodophenyl)-2-aminopropane-induced head twitching in mice, a behavior thought to be mediated by 5-HT$_{2A}$ receptor activation (Green et al., 1983), is inhibited by the 5-HT$_{1A}$ receptor agonist 8-hydroxy-2-(di-n-propylamino) tetralin hydrochloride (8-OH-DPAT; Darmani et al., 1990); in contrast, 8-OH-DPAT increases head twitching caused by 5-methoxy-dimethyltryptamine, another drug with 5-HT$_{2A}$ receptor agonist activity (Darmani et al., 1990). In rats 1-(2,5-dimethoxy-4-iodophenyl)-2-aminopropane increases 8-OH-DPAT-induced forepaw treading, a component of the 5-HT syndrome (Arnt and Hyttel, 1989), and it antagonizes 8-OH-DPAT-induced hypoactivity (Kreb's-Thomson and Geyer, 1998). Many studies on interactions between drugs acting at 5-HT$_{1A}$ or 5-HT$_{2A}$ receptors measured changes (usually decreases) in drug-elicited behavior; the current study examined drug-induced shifts in dose-response functions and the ability of a selective antagonist to attenuate those shifts.

A strength of drug discrimination procedures is that similar effects are typically obtained with the same drug(s) across a broad range of conditions (e.g., different species). However, there are exceptions to this general finding; for example, lisuride (dopamine and 5-HT receptor agonist) and eltoprazine (5-HT mixed agonist/antagonist) occasion high levels of responding on the 8-OH-DPAT-associated manipulandum in pigeons but not in rats (Kleven and Koek, 1998a), and metabolite (fenfluramine receptor activator) shares discriminating stimulus effects with phenylcyclohexylamine in pigeons but not in rhesus monkeys (Koek et al., 1986). There also are examples where the effect of one drug on the discriminative stimulus effects of a second drug is different across species. For example, the µ opioid receptor agonist heroin enhances the discriminative stimulus effects of the cannabinoid receptor agonist Δ$^9$-tetrahydrocannabinol in rats (Solinas and Goldberg, 2005) but not in rhesus monkeys (Li et al., 2008a). Other data indicate that 5-HT$_{1A}$ receptor agonists enhance the discriminative stimulus effects of 5-HT$_{2}$ receptor agonists in rats (Glennon, 1991; Reissig et al., 2005; Khorana et al., 2009); however, the generality of those observations to other conditions and other species has not been evaluated despite the relevance of such studies to understanding the actions of indirect-acting 5-HT receptor agonists.

The current study examined the discriminative stimulus effects of drug combinations in rats and rhesus monkeys to investigate the generality of reported interactions between agonists acting at 5-HT$_{1A}$ or 5-HT$_{2A}$ receptors and explore whether the effects obtained in one species predict effects in other species. First, the discriminative stimulus effects of agonists that are thought to act selectively at 5-HT$_{2A}$ receptors [1-(2,5-dimethoxy-4-methylphenyl)-2-aminopropane (DOM); 2,5-dimethoxy-4-n-propylthiophenethylamine (2C-T-7); and dipropyltryptamine (DPT)] were studied alone and in combination in rats and monkeys. Second, agonists that are thought to act selectively at 5-HT$_{1A}$ receptors (8-OH-DPAT and F13714) were studied for their ability to modify the discriminative stimulus effects of DOM.

Materials and Methods

Subjects
Three adult rhesus monkeys weighing between 5 and 9 kg were housed individually in stainless-steel cages where they had unlimited access to water. Monkeys received chow (High Protein Monkey Diet; Harlan Teklad, Madison, WI), fresh fruit, and peanuts daily in amounts sufficient to maintain normal age- and gender-appropriate body weights. Monkeys were maintained on a 14:10-h light/dark cycle and trained previously to discriminate between subcutaneous injections of 0.32 mg/kg DOM and saline (Li et al., 2008b, 2009a).

Eight adult male Sprague-Dawley rats (Harlan, Indianapolis, IN) were housed individually in plastic cages in a room maintained on a 12:12-h light/dark cycle (experiments were conducted during the light period) with unlimited access to water in the home cage. Rats were maintained at a reduced, stable body weight by providing rodent chow (Rodent sterilizable diet; Harlan Teklad) in the home cage after daily sessions. The amount of chow provided after session (5–16 g) was adjusted daily to maintain body weights near 350 g.

Animals used in these studies were maintained in accordance with the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee, The University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio, and the 1996 Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (Institute of Laboratory Animals Resources on Life Sciences, National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences).

Drug Discrimination in Rhesus Monkeys

Apparatus and Procedure. During experimental sessions, monkeys were seated in chairs (model R001; Primate Products, Miami, FL) that provided restraint at the neck and arms and were located in ventilated, sound-attenuating chambers equipped with two stimulus lights and two response levers. The monkeys responded under a schedule of stimulus-shock termination as described previously (Li et al., 2008b, 2009a). The feet of monkeys were placed in shoes mounted to the front of the chair and equipped with brass electrodes to which a brief (250-ms; 3-mA) electric shock could be delivered from an a.c. generator. Experiments were controlled, and data were recorded with a microprocessor and commercially available interface (MED Associates Inc., East Fairfield, VT).

Daily training sessions consisted of two to six 15-min cycles, and each cycle started with a 10-min timeout period, during which the stimulus lights were extinguished and responding had no programmed consequence. The timeout was followed by a 5-min response period, during which stimulus lights above both levers were illuminated and electric shocks were scheduled to occur every 15 s. Monkeys could extinguish the stimulus lights and postpone the shock schedule for 30 s by responding five times consecutively (FR 5) on the lever designated correct by an injection administered during the first minute of the cycle (e.g., right lever, saline; left lever, DOM). Incorrect responses reset the FR requirement on the correct lever. Response periods ended after 5 min or the delivery of four shocks, whichever occurred first.

On training days, monkeys received a subcutaneous injection of 0.32 mg/kg DOM followed by one sham (no injection) cycle or a subcutaneous injection of saline followed by one to five sham cycles. Monkeys used in this study had previously satisfied the following criteria for five constitutive or six of seven sessions: at least 80% of
the total responses on the correct lever and fewer than five responses (one FR) on the incorrect lever before completion of the FR on the correct lever. Tests generally occurred every 3rd day and only when the same criteria noted above were satisfied during the two training sessions immediately preceding the test.

Test sessions were similar to training sessions except that five consecutive responses on either lever postponed shock. For substitution studies, saline was administered in the first cycle followed by increasing doses of a test compound in each subsequent cycle up to doses that occasioned more than 80% DOM lever responding that resulted in delivery of an electric stimulus or up to the largest dose that could be safely studied. For drug combination studies, the procedure was the same except that a dose of pretreatment drug was administered 5 min before the start of the session.

Drug Discrimination in Rats

Apparatus and Procedure. Experiments were conducted in commercially available chambers (model ENV-008CT; MED Associates Inc.) located within sound-attenuating, ventilated enclosures (model ENV-022M; MED Associates Inc.) that are described in detail in Carter et al. (2003). Data were collected using MED-PC IV software and an interface (MED Associates Inc.). Rats were trained to discriminate 0.56 mg/kg DOM intraperitoneally from saline according to procedures described previously (Li et al., 2007, 2009b). Before the initiation of this study, rats met the following criteria: at least 90% of the total responses on the correct lever and fewer than 10 responses (one FR) on the incorrect lever before delivery of the first food pellet (45 mg; Research Diets, New Brunswick, NJ) for five consecutive or six of seven sessions. Daily training sessions consisted of two to six 15-min cycles, and each cycle started with a 10-min timeout period, during which stimulus lights were not illuminated and responding had no programmed consequence. This time-out period was followed by a 5-min response period during which two stimulus lights were illuminated above the levers. Rats could receive food by responding 10 times consecutively on the lever designated correct by an injection administered during the 1st min of the cycle (e.g., right lever, saline; left lever, DOM). Incorrect responses reset the FR requirement on the correct lever. The response period ended when rats received five pellets or after 5 min, whichever occurred first.

Test sessions were identical to training sessions, except that 10 consecutive responses on either lever resulted in the delivery of food. For substitution studies, saline was administered in the first cycle followed by increasing doses of a test compound in subsequent cycles, up to doses that occasioned more than 90% DOM lever responding, or up to the doses that markedly decreased lever pressing. For drug combination studies, the procedure was the same except that a dose of pretreatment drug was administered 5 min before the start of the session.

Data Analyses

For monkeys and rats, drug discrimination data are expressed as the average percentage of the total responses that were made on the DOM-associated lever (± 1 S.E.M.) and plotted as a function of dose. When a monkey or rat responded at a rate that was less than 20% of its vehicle control rate, discrimination data from that test were not included in the average, although the response rate data were included in the group average. Rate of lever pressing on both levers postponed shock. For substitution studies, all tests for drugs that occasioned responding on the DOM-associated lever, the dose required to produce 50% DOM lever responding was estimated [ED50 (95% confidence limit)] from linear regression using the portion of the dose-effect curve spanning 50%

The dose-effect curves of DOM, 2C-T-7, and DPT were plotted in responses per second and reported as the average (±1 S.E.M.) for all tests. For drugs that occasioned responding on the DOM-associated lever, the dose required to produce 50% DOM lever responding was estimated [ED50 (95% confidence limit)] from linear regression using the portion of the dose-effect curve spanning 50%

The dose-effect curves of DOM, 2C-T-7, and DPT were plotted in responses per second and reported as the average (±1 S.E.M.) for all tests. For drugs that occasioned responding on the DOM-associated lever, the dose required to produce 50% DOM lever responding was estimated [ED50 (95% confidence limit)] from linear regression using the portion of the dose-effect curve spanning 50%

Results

DOM, 2C-T-7, and DPT each increased responding on the DOM-associated lever in a dose-related manner in monkeys (Fig. 1, top left) and in rats (Fig. 1, top right), with the largest doses of each occasioning an average more than 90% responding on the DOM-associated lever [DOM, ED50 (95% CL) = 0.125 (0.103, 0.147) mg/kg in monkeys and 0.318 (0.316, 0.320) mg/kg in rats; 2C-T-7, 0.164 (0.097, 0.231) mg/kg in monkeys and 0.587 (0.347, 0.827) mg/kg in rats; and DPT, 0.585 (0.352, 0.817) mg/kg in monkeys and 0.922 (0.808, 1.035) mg/kg in rats]. The rank-order potency was the same in monkeys and rats, with DOM being slightly more potent than 2C-T-7 in both species and being 4.7- and 2.9-fold more potent than DPT in monkeys and rats, respectively. The slopes of the dose-effect curves for DOM, 2C-T-7, and DPT were not significantly different from each other, in monkeys [F(2, 21) = 0.13, P = 0.88] and rats [F(2, 60) = 0.007, P = 0.99]. None of the compounds markedly altered rate of lever pressing at the doses studied (Fig. 1, bottom left and right). In contrast, F13714 and 8-OH-DPAT occasioned less than 10% responding on the DOM-associated lever up to doses that markedly decreased rate of lever pressing in monkeys and in rats (Fig. 1, left and right, respectively). F13714 was 10.4- and 4.5-fold more potent than 8-OH-DPAT for decreasing responding in monkeys and rats, respectively.

In monkeys, 8-OH-DPAT and F13714 dose-dependently
attenuated the discriminative stimulus effects of DOM, as indicated by rightward shifts in the DOM dose-response curve (Figs. 2 and 3, top left). In the presence of 0.032 and 0.1 mg/kg 8-OH-DPAT, the DOM dose-response curve was shifted 2.3- and 3.6-fold rightward, respectively (Fig. 2, top left; see Table 1 for ED<sub>50</sub> values). A larger dose of 8-OH-DPAT (0.32 mg/kg) markedly decreased responding (square above “V”; Fig. 2, bottom left). In the presence of 0.0032 and 0.01 mg/kg F13714, the DOM dose-response curve was shifted 1.3- and 3.6-fold rightward, respectively (Fig. 3, top left; Table 1). A larger dose of F13714 (0.032 mg/kg) markedly decreased responding (diamond above “V”; Fig. 3, bottom left). Attenuation of the discriminative stimulus effects of DOM in monkeys by 0.1 mg/kg 8-OH-DPAT and by 0.01 mg/kg F13714 was prevented by administration of 0.1 mg/kg WAY 100635 (Fig. 4, triangles, top).

In contrast to the effects obtained in monkeys, neither 8-OH-DPAT nor F13714 attenuated the discriminative stimulus effects of DOM in rats. Doses of 0.032 and 0.1 mg/kg 8-OH-DPAT neither shifted the DOM dose-response curve

---

Fig. 1. Discriminative stimulus effects and effects on response rate for F13714, 8-OH-DPAT, DOM, 2C-T-7, and DPT in monkeys (n = 3; left) and rats (n = 8; right) discriminating DOM. Abscissae, dose in milligrams per kilogram of body weight; V, vehicle. Ordinates, mean (±S.E.M.) percentage of responses on the DOM-associated lever (top) and mean (±S.E.M.) rate of responding in responses per second (bottom). See Materials and Methods for other details.

Fig. 2. Discriminative stimulus effects and effects on response rate for DOM administered alone and in combination with different doses of 8-OH-DPAT in monkeys (left) and rats (right). See Fig. 1 and Materials and Methods for other details.
rightward (Fig. 2, top right) nor significantly increased the DOM ED$_{50}$ (Table 1). A larger dose of 8-OH-DPAT (0.1 mg/kg) markedly decreased responding (square above “V”; Fig. 2, bottom right). Similarly, in rats pretreatment with F13714 did not shift the DOM dose-response curve (Fig. 3, top right) or significantly increase the DOM ED$_{50}$ (Table 1). A larger dose of F13714 (0.032 mg/kg) markedly decreased responding (diamond above “V”; Fig. 3, bottom right).

In monkeys and in rats, the DOM discrimination dose-response curves were shifted leftward (Figs. 5 and 6, top), and the DOM ED$_{50}$ values decreased by pretreatment with DOM, 2C-T-7, or DPT. In monkeys, a dose of 0.56 mg/kg DPT alone occasioned more than 50% responding on the DOM-associated lever; in each case, ED$_{50}$ values could not be determined for DOM. The bottom panels of Figs. 5 and 6 show ED$_{50}$ values for each drug combination plotted as an isobologram. None of the drug combinations yielded ED$_{50}$ values that were significantly different from additivity because the standard error bars fell within the field defined by the standard error bars for the two drugs alone (e.g., Lelas et al., 2001).

**Discussion**

Discrimination procedures are used to investigate drugs from many different classes. The popularity of these procedures results, in part, from its pharmacological selectivity (i.e., typically only drugs sharing a mechanism of action with the training drug occasion responding on the drug-appropriate lever) and the generality of results obtained (i.e., similar results are obtained across conditions in multiple species). As measured by substitution studies (i.e., does a test agonist occasion responding on the DOM-associated lever?), antagonism studies (i.e., does a test antagonist attenuate the effects of DOM?), and drug combination studies (i.e., are the combined effects of DOM and other agonists acting at the same (5-HT$_{1A}$) receptor additive?), the DOM discriminative stimulus appears to be similar across species. However, studies

### Table 1
**ED$_{50}$ values for DOM alone and in combination with 5-HT$_{1A}$ receptor agonists in monkeys and rats: drug discrimination**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dose Ratio, Monkeys/Rats$^a$</th>
<th>Monkeys</th>
<th>Rats</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DOM alone</td>
<td>0.13 (0.10, 0.15)</td>
<td>0.32 (0.32, 0.32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOM + 8-OH-DPAT</td>
<td>0.29 (0.17, 0.41)</td>
<td>0.35 (0.18, 0.52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOM + 8-OH-DPAT + WAY100635</td>
<td>0.16 (0.06, 0.26)</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOM + F13714</td>
<td>0.17 (0.11, 0.23)</td>
<td>0.30 (0.24, 0.36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOM + F13714 + WAY100635</td>
<td>0.11 (0.09, 0.14)</td>
<td>n.s.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Ratio of DOM ED$_{50}$ with pretreatment/DOM ED$_{50}$ without pretreatment.

n.s., not studied.
with DOM in combination with drugs not acting at the 5-HT2A receptor yield different results between rats and monkeys.

This experiment first compared the pharmacological selectivity of the DOM discriminative stimulus in rats and monkeys, with the expectation that only drugs with agonist actions at 5-HT2A receptors occasion responding on the DOM-associated lever. Drugs with agonist actions at 5-HT2A receptors, including 2C-T-7 and DPT, occasion responding on the DOM-associated lever with each occasioning more than 90% responding on the DOM-associated lever. Moreover, the relative potency of DOM, 2C-T-7, and DPT is the same in rats and in monkeys, supporting the view that the same mechanism (receptor) mediates these effects in both species.

Fig. 4. Discriminative stimulus effects and effects on response rate for DOM administered alone, with 8-OH-DPAT or F13714 (same data as plotted in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively), and with 8-OH-DPAT or F13714 and WAY 100635. See Fig. 1 and Materials and Methods for other details.

Fig. 5. Top, discriminative stimulus effects of DOM administered alone and in combination with different doses of DOM (left), 2C-T-7 (center), and DPT (right) in monkeys. Bottom, same data replotted as isobolograms, with the ED50 values for DOM plotted on the ordinates and the ED50 values of the pretreatment drugs plotted on the abscissae. See Fig. 1 and Materials and Methods for other details.
The discriminative stimulus effects of DOM in rats have been shown to be pharmacologically selective insofar as drugs acting through receptors other than the 5-HT\(_{2A}\) receptor (e.g., opioid) fail to occasion responding on the DOM-associated lever (Glennon, 1988; Li et al., 2008b). Similarly, in the current study, drugs with agonist actions at 5-HT\(_{1A}\) receptors (F13714 and 8-OH-DPAT) fail to occasion responding on the DOM-associated lever in rats and monkeys. Together with published results, including data showing attenuation of the discriminative stimulus effects of DOM by 5-HT\(_{2A}\) receptor antagonists (e.g., Li et al., 2008b, 2009a), the current results support the view that the DOM discriminative stimulus has similar pharmacological selectivity (5-HT\(_{2A}\) receptors) in rats and monkeys.

Second, this study tested whether 5-HT\(_{1A}\) receptor agonists enhance the discriminative stimulus effects of DOM and whether such an effect is blocked by a selective 5-HT\(_{1A}\) receptor antagonist. This study was based, in part, on data showing that the 5-HT\(_{1A}\) receptor agonist 8-OH-DPAT produces partial responding on the DOM-associated lever in rats discriminating DOM and, when administered together with DOM, 8-OH-DPAT enhances the effects of DOM (Glennon, 1991; Khorana et al., 2009). There are two notable differences between the results of the previous and current studies. First, in the previous study (Khorana et al., 2009) racemic 8-OH-DPAT (0.3 mg/kg) alone occasioned 37% responding on the DOM-associated lever and \(R(-)\)-8-OH-DPAT (0.25 mg/kg) alone occasioned 58% responding on the DOM-associated lever; in the current study, racemic 8-OH-DPAT occasioned responding predominantly on the DOM-associated lever (i.e., 5\% on the DOM-associated lever) up to a dose (0.32 mg/kg) that nearly eliminated responding. The high efficacy and selective 5-HT\(_{1A}\) receptor agonist F13714 (Koek et al., 2001) also fails to occasion responding on the DOM-associated lever in rats. Second, in the previous study (Khorana et al., 2009) pretreatment with 8-OH-DPAT enhanced the discriminative stimulus effects of DOM, as evidenced by a shift leftward in the DOM dose-response curve; in the current study, neither pretreatment with 8-OH-DPAT nor with F13714 clearly shifts the DOM dose-response curve, leftward or rightward, in rats. Differences obtained with 5-HT\(_{1A}\) receptor agonists in rats, alone and in combination with DOM, might be related to procedural differences between studies including the training dose of DOM (1.0 and 0.56 mg/kg in the previous and current studies, respectively), schedule of reinforcement (variable interval 15 s and FR10, respectively), and reinforcers (sweetened condensed milk and food pellets, respectively). Different results might also be related to the sensitivity of rats to rate-decreasing effects of DOM. In the current study, responding was nearly suppressed by a dose of 0.32 mg/kg 8-OH-DPAT, whereas in the previous study (Khorana et al., 2009) only doses of 0.3 and 0.5 mg/kg enhanced the discriminative stimulus effects of DOM. Thus, the current study fails to demonstrate enhancement of the discriminative stimulus effects of DOM in rats by 5-HT\(_{1A}\) receptor agonists.

In contrast to 5-HT\(_{1A}\) receptor agonists enhancing (Khorana et al., 2009) or not affecting (current study) the discriminative stimulus effects of DOM in rats, 5-HT\(_{1A}\) receptor agonists attenuate the discriminative stimulus effect of DOM in monkeys. For example, 8-OH-DPAT shifts the DOM dose-response curve more than 3.5-fold to the right. Although 8-OH-DPAT has agonist actions at 5-HT\(_{2}\) receptors (Hedlund et al., 2004), it appears as though 5-HT\(_{1A}\) receptors mediate the attention of the discriminative stimulus effects of DOM for the following reasons: 1) the high-efficacy agonist F13714, which is more than 1000-fold selective for 5-HT\(_{1A}\) compared with 5-HT\(_{2}\) receptors (Assié et al., 2006), attenuates the discriminative stimulus effects of DOM, shifting the dose-response curve more than 3.5-fold to the right; and 2) attenuation of the discriminative stimulus effects of DOM by 8-OH-DPAT and by F13714 is prevented by the selective 5-HT\(_{1A}\) receptor

![Fig. 6. Top, discriminative stimulus effects of DOM administered alone and in combination with different doses of DOM (left), 2C-T-7 (center), and DPT (right) in rats. Bottom, same data replotted as isobolograms, with the ED\(_{50}\) values of DOM plotted on the ordinates and the ED\(_{50}\) values of the pretreatment drugs plotted on the abscissae. See Fig. 1 and Materials and Methods for other details.](image-url)
antagonist WAY 100635. Thus, in contrast to what is observed in rats, these data show that agonists acting at 5-HT\textsubscript{1A} receptors attenuate the discriminative stimulus effects of DOM in rhesus monkeys.

It is unclear why rats and monkeys differ in whether 5-HT\textsubscript{1A} receptor agonists affect the discriminative stimulus effects of 5-HT\textsubscript{2A} receptor agonists. Although there are a number of procedural differences among these studies, one hallmark of drug discrimination procedures is that similar effects are typically obtained under a broad range of conditions. However, there are examples of marked differences in discriminative stimulus effects across species. For example, some compounds with activity at 5-HT\textsubscript{1A} and 5-HT\textsubscript{1B} receptors mimic the discriminative stimulus effects of 8-OH-DPAT in pigeons (Barrett and Gleeson, 1992) but not in rats (Cunningham et al., 1987). Moreover, lisuride and etroprazine occasion high levels of 8-OH-DPAT-appropriate responding in pigeons but not in rats (Kleven and Koek, 1998a), and metaphor has phencyclidine-like discriminative stimulus effects in pigeons but not in rhesus monkeys (Koek et al., 1986). In the current study, differences observed with drug combinations, in procedures that otherwise generate very similar data in rats and monkeys, might reflect fundamental species differences in the neurobiology of 5-HT systems.

Finally, this study examined combinations of 5-HT\textsubscript{2A} receptor agonists to further test whether, under each of these procedures, the discriminative stimulus effects of DOM can be enhanced and the dose-response curve shifted leftward (in contrast to the failure of 5-HT\textsubscript{1A} Receptor agonists to enhance the effects of DOM in this study). Both 2C-T-7 and DPT share discriminative stimulus effects with DOM in rats and monkeys and when administered as a pretreatment, each agonist shifts the DOM dose-response curve to the left. Moreover, isobolographic analyses indicate that the interaction between each drug and DOM is additive in both species, supporting the view that these drugs act at the same receptor. A similar additivity is observed when a single injection of DOM is administered before redetermination of the DOM dose-response curve. DPT has affinity and efficacy at 5-HT\textsubscript{1A} as well as 5-HT\textsubscript{2A} receptors (Li et al., 2007); however, the interaction between DPT and DOM was additive, suggesting that any actions of DPT at 5-HT\textsubscript{1A} receptors did not affect its interaction with DOM.

This study compared the discriminative stimulus effects of DOM, alone and in combination with other drugs, in rats and monkeys. Consistent with the generality of discrimination results across different conditions, the DOM discriminative stimulus is very similar between rats and monkeys, in each case involving actions at 5-HT\textsubscript{2A} receptors (Fiorella et al., 1995; Li et al., 2009a); however, interactions between DOM and drugs acting at 5-HT\textsubscript{1A} receptors are strikingly different between rats and monkeys. Others have reported differences across species for 5-HT drugs administered in combination with cocaine. For example, in rats 8-OH-DPAT decreases the reinforcing effects of cocaine under a progressive ratio schedule of self-administration (Parsons et al., 1998), and in monkeys it enhances the effects of cocaine in a choice procedure (Czoty et al., 2005). In rats, SSRIs enhance the discriminative stimulus effects (Cunningham and Callahan, 1991; Kleven and Koek, 1998b) and not the reinforcing effects (Tella, 1995) of cocaine, whereas in monkeys SSRIs attenuate discriminative stimulus (Spealman, 1993) and reinforcing effects of cocaine (Howell and Byrd, 1995). Functional differences in the effects of 5-HT drugs between rats and monkeys are consistent with reported differences in the underlying neurobiology of 5-HT systems in these species. For example, the density and distribution of 5-HT\textsubscript{1A} and 5-HT\textsubscript{2A} receptors are markedly different between rats and monkeys (Waebler et al., 1989; López-Giménez et al., 2001; Lucaites et al., 2005); moreover, the density of 5-HT transporters in hippocampus is significantly different between rats and monkeys (Ovashi et al., 2004). Collectively, functional and neuroanatomical data demonstrate marked differences in 5-HT systems between species that might be particularly relevant for studies on drugs that indirectly activate multiple mechanisms (e.g., reuptake inhibitors that indirectly stimulate multiple receptors).
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